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Abstract: Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world; as such, the best way to
promote a more sustainable construction industry is to improve the environmental performance of this
material. Since cement production is the main source of the high environmental impact of concrete,
due to the high calcination temperature that clinker requires, replacing this binder with recycled
cement would allow for the establishment of a new concrete design with a much lower ecological
footprint. This research intends to analyse the mechanical performance of mortars with recycled
cement and fly ash. Mixes with two replacement ratios of recycled cement (5% and 10%) were studied
separately or in combination with fly ash (10% and 20%). An exhaustive experimental programme
was designed to assess the variation in air content, density, compressive and flexural strengths,
modulus of elasticity, and ultrasonic pulse velocity. The results suggest that the simultaneous use of
recycled cement and fly ash improves the mechanical performance of mortars relative to those with
recycled cement only or fly ash only.

Keywords: ternary binders; recycled cement; fly ash; waste concrete; eco-friendly cements;
mechanical performance

1. Introduction

During the last decades, environmental concerns related to the manufacturing of
ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and to the availability of new materials with the potential
to reduce its consumption have driven the use of supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs) as an effective solution to optimize the production of clinker and reduce its large
CO2 emissions [1].

Currently, a wide variety of SCMs is available from the recovery of industrial by-
products from biomass waste [2–4], ornamental industry sludge [5–7], calcined clays [8], etc.
On the basis of the advances on the research on OPC substitution materials, an ambitious
goal has been set to reduce the global clinker factor, on average, from 0.78 to 0.60 by 2050 [9].
This requires progress in the development of sustainable alternatives that can contribute to
the reduction of the demand for natural resources in the cement industry. More recently,
and due to the great problem caused by construction and demolition waste (CDW) [10],
some researchers have tried to study the feasibility of using cement-based additions from
concrete waste with partial replacement of clinker of cement, although these are still very
limited. Recent studies indicate that the fine wastes (<63 µm) from the crushing and
grinding of demolished concrete show chemical compositions similar to those of hydrated
Portland cement, with SiO2 and CaO as the main oxides, as well as other non-hydrated
cement particles [11,12], and calcite (CaCO3), which can be attributed to a portion of the
carbonated cement paste [13]. These compounds can contribute favourably to the hydration
of cement and/or have a filler effect when a given fineness is reached [14]. Studies carried
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out on cement pastes that incorporated ground concrete waste as a cement replacement
also found a reduction in fluidity and a delay in the initial setting time compared to
pastes made with conventional cement, due to (i) a lower fineness, (ii) a greater number
of larger particles, and (iii) the dilution effect associated with the lower cement content
compared to conventional cement [15]. Based on these results, it is recommended that the
maximum percentage of incorporation of ground concrete waste is equal to, or less than,
15% by weight.

The search to achieve a more energy efficient cement has also led to the joint incor-
poration of SCMs, in variable quality and quantities, to increase the levels of replacement
of OPC with SCM [15,16]. Some studies have shown that ternary binders, which combine
clinker and two SCMs, could reduce the global warming potential associated with cement
manufacturing by up to 60% [17]. In line with this, Ibáñez-Gosálvez et al. [18] studied the
behaviour of ternary mortars incorporating blast furnace slag, fly ash, and limestone. These
authors observed that the flexural and compressive strengths of ternary mortars at older
ages (>250 days) were slightly higher than those shown by binary mortars and very similar
to those of conventional mortars. These findings were justified by the more refined porous
structure at older ages (>250 days) of the ternary cementitious matrices with at least one
active SCM (slag and/or fly ash) compared to those of the binary or of the conventional
mortars. Regarding the use of recycled concrete powder in co-replacement with other
additions, Chen et al. [19] studied ternary mortars that incorporated different percentages
(10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%) of recycled concrete powder (RCP) in combination with 15%
of silica fume (SF) or 15% of fly ash (FA). These authors generally observed that mortars
manufactured with up to 20% of RCP had up to 15% lower compressive strength than
a conventional mortar at 28 days of curing. However, when 10% of RCP was combined
with 15% of SF or with 15% of FA, the compressive and flexural strengths of these mortars
were slightly higher than those of the conventional mortar, since RCP has some ability to
improve the pozzolanic reactions of SF or FA.

In this context, a contribution to the knowledge of the existing scientific and technical
gaps on the synergistic effects on the fresh- and hardened-states behaviour of mortars
with ternary binder systems composed of cements mixed with recycled concrete powder
(RC) and FA is still needed. For this purpose, the present study tries to deepen the
understanding of the individual incorporation of RC (5–10% by weight) and of FA (10–20%
by weight) in binary mortars and of the simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA (5–10%
by weight of RC and 10–20% by weight of FA) in ternary mortars. Hence, an extensive
experimental campaign was carried out, which involved the characterization in the fresh
state (workability, air content and density) and hardened state (flexural and compressive
strengths, strength activity index, dynamic modulus of elasticity, and ultrasonic pulse
velocity) of the produced mortars. In addition, the energy behaviour of all the mixes was
evaluated in order to find the mortar with the lowest energy consumed per MPa of strength.
These results may provide useful experience for the joint use of RC and FA in the design of
new, more eco-efficient cement-based materials for application in the construction industry.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Fine (0–2 mm) and coarse (2–4 mm) siliceous sands were used in the production of
the mortars. These sands have dry densities of 2637 kg/m3 and 2617 kg/m3, respectively,
according to the EN 1097-6 standard [20]. Furthermore, the fine and coarse sands have,
respectively, water absorptions of 0.4% and 0.5%. In addition to these natural aggregates,
the reference mortar (RM) was produced with ordinary Portland cement, OPC, type I 42.5 R
(CEM I 42.5 R).

The remaining mixes incorporate fly ash, FA, and recycled concrete powder (RC).
Class F coal FA was provided by EDP—Gestão da Produção de Energia, S.A. at the Sines
Power Plant, in Portugal. RC was obtained by crushing and grinding concrete specimens
previously produced in the laboratory. Its composition was designed using the Faury
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method [21] with 300 kg/m3 of CEM II/AL 42.5 R cement, an effective water/cement
ratio (w/ceff) of 0.55, for an environmental exposure class XC3 and a target workability S3
according to the EN 206-1 standard [22]. Four types of natural aggregates were used in
its manufacture: (i) coarse crushed limestone (12/22 mm) and (ii) medium-size crushed
limestone (6/12 mm), as well as (iii) coarse (2/4 mm) and (iv) fine (0/2 mm) siliceous
sand. The source concrete samples were manufactured and cast into 150 mm cubic and
150 × 300 mm cylindrical specimens. After 24 h, the specimens were demoulded and
cured in the laboratory for 28 days in a saturated chamber (RH > 95%). After 28 days of
curing, the original concrete had an average compressive strength of 39.8 MPa, measured
in cubic specimens.

The chemical composition of the binders and aggregates used in the production of the
mortars was analysed through X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using ZSX PRIMUS IV (Rigaku)
equipment with a power of 4 kW. The results obtained can be observed in Table 1. Due to
the siliceous nature of the natural aggregates, SiO2 is the oxide present in higher quantity
in this material. In turn, it should be noted that the oxides present in higher quantities on
the three binders studied (OPC, RC, and FA) are SiO2, Al2O3, and CaO. However, in OPC,
the high amount of CaO (67.1%) stands out, in the RC, the high amounts of SiO2 (47.5%)
and CaO (41.2%) are more evident, and in the FA, the high amounts of SiO2 (57.5%) and
Al2O3 (24.4%) are the most obvious.

Table 1. XRF chemical composition of the raw materials.

Materials

Binders Sands

Oxides OPC (%) RC (%) FA (%) Fine (%) Coarse (%)

Na2O 0.2 0.3 1.2 0.9 0.1
MgO 1.9 0.5 1.8 0.1 0.0
Al2O3 5.3 3.9 24.4 7.0 3.9
SiO2 19.3 47.5 57.5 87.2 92.8
P2O5 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0
SO3 3.1 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.0

Cl2O3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
K2O 0.5 1.2 2.7 4.0 2.4
CaO 67.1 41.2 7.1 0.2 0.2
TiO2 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.1

MnO2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
Fe2O3 2.7 1.5 2.6 0.4 0.5
CuO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ZnO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SrO 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

ZrO2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BaO 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0

Cr2O3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Note: OPC: ordinary Portland cement, RC: recycled cement, FA: fly ash.

Table 2 shows the physical properties of the different binders (OPC, RC, and FA), both
in terms of their size and their density. The particle size distributions of the binders were
obtained in a Mastersizer S. Analyser (Malvern Instruments) using ethanol as a dispersant.

D90 (90th percentile value for particle diameter) in RC was 147 µm, while in OPC and
FA it was 46 µm and 43.5 µm, respectively. This difference is associated with the natural
aggregates present in the source concrete. The RC and FA used were less dense (2.54 g/cm3

and 2.43 g/cm3, respectively) than OPC (3.11 g/cm3).
The morphology of the binders was obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

using a JEOL JSM 7800 F. In Figures 1 and 2, SEM micrographs of FA and RC can be
observed, respectively. FA has a mainly spherical structure. It can also be seen that most
of the spheres have a diameter of approximately 10 µm, which is in agreement with the
findings for the particle size distribution analysis performed (results presented in Table 2).
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Table 2. Physical properties of the binders.

Materials
Sieve Size (µm) Per cent Passing (%)

Density (g/cm3) 1
10 50 90 <63 µm

OPC 1.9 13.8 46.0 97.9 3.11

RC 1.6 21.2 147.0 67.8 2.54

FA 0.7 7.6 43.5 96.9 2.43

Note: 1 according to the UNE 80103 standard [23].
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Figure 2 allows for the evaluation of the differentiated structure of these wastes
composed of cement paste and aggregates. Furthermore, compared with FA, RC particles
show a much more irregular shape.

2.2. Mix Design

As mentioned above, the present experimental campaign intends to evaluate the
individual incorporation of RC (5–10% by weight) and of FA (10–20% by weight) in binary
mortars, and the simultaneous incorporation, between 5% and 10% in weight, of RC and,
between 10% and 20% in weight of, FA in mortars. The binder content and water/binder
ratio were kept constant in all mortar formulations at 612 kg/m3 and 0.50, respectively. The
composition of the reference mortar can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3. Composition of the reference mortar.

Material Proportion (kg/m3)

OPC 612
FA 0
RC 0

Total water 306
Fine sand 641

Coarse sand 641

2.3. Mortar Properties Studied

In this study, the characterization of the fresh- and hardened-state properties of the
mortars was carried out. Consistency, density, and air content tests were carried out to
characterize the properties of the fresh mortar, according to EN 1015-3 [24], EN 1015-6 [25],
and EN 12350-7 [26], respectively. After moulding, performed with particular care to min-
imise pouring and consolidation times, the specimens were wrapped in plastic and stored
for 24 h. The demoulded specimens were stored in a humidity chamber at 20 ± 2 ◦C and
95 ± 5% humidity until tested. To determine the mechanical behaviour of the mortars, their
flexural and compressive strengths and dynamic modulus of elasticity were determined.
The compressive and flexural strengths of the mortars were tested in accordance with EN
1015-11 [27] on 160× 40× 40 mm prismatic samples. All the mixes were tested at 7, 91, and
365 days. In accordance with ASTM E1876-15 [28], the dynamic modulus of elasticity test
was performed at 91 and 365 days. In addition to these tests, a non-destructive analysis of
the ultrasonic pulse velocity was performed at 91 and 365 days, following EN 12504-4 [29].
Three specimens were produced per mix to analyse each of these properties.

Finally, the eco-efficiency of the material was studied through the method proposed
by Hamidi et al. [30], which is based on the energy consumed in manufacturing the binders
(binary and ternary) considering the manufacturing process (for example, heating of raw
materials, burning of additions, and clinkerization) and final crushing of the material. The
required energy (E, in kW·h/t) is a function of the composition of the binders and given by
the energy necessary for their manufacture and grinding according to Equation (1):

E (kW·h/t) =
n

∑
i=0

Ci·
(

Eprocess
ci + Egrinding

i

)
(1)

where E is the energy consumed to produce 1 t of binder, C the proportion of the type of
binder, OPC (1, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.80, 0.70), RC (0, 0.5, 0.10), or FA (0, 0.10, 0.20) in each
mix, and Eprocess

ci and Egrinding
ci are the energies (kW·h/t) associated with production and

grinding, respectively, to obtain each type of binder.
With the results of Equation (1), the energy performance of each type of mortar can be

calculated according to Equation (2):

E per f ormance(kW·h/t·MPa) =
E

fcm
(2)

where E is the energy consumed to produce 1 t of binder and fcm the compressive strength
of the mortar.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Fresh-State Properties of the Mortars
3.1.1. Consistency

Table 4 shows the consistency values obtained for the studied mortars. It shows two
different behaviours depending on the type of waste analysed. On the one hand, the partial
incorporation of 5% and 10%, by weight, of RC causes a slight decrease in workability of
1.1% and 4.1%, respectively, compared to the conventional mortar. This effect is mainly
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due to (i) a higher water absorption of the mortar present in its composition and (ii) a
higher percentage of particles smaller than 10 µm that absorb more water [31–33]. On the
other hand, the partial incorporation of 10% and 20%, by weight, of FA causes, respectively,
an increase in workability of 7.7% and 17.0% with respect to the conventional mix. This
effect is due to the more spherical shape of FA particles compared to those of OPC, which
act as lubricants [34]. Regarding the simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA (mixes
M-5/10 and M-10/20), an increase in workability between 4.8% and 11.1%, respectively, is
obtained compared to the conventional mix. In addition, an increase between 6.0% and
15.8%, respectively, is observed with respect to the binary mortars with only RC (M-5/0
and M-10/0). These findings reveal that the simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA can
be an effective solution to mitigate the loss of workability and reduce the higher water
demand caused by the use of RC. This observation is in line with the conclusions obtained
in previous studies on ternary mortars that incorporated up to 40% of recycled concrete
powder together with 15% of SF or 15% of FA [19].

Table 4. Fresh-state properties of the studied mortars.

Parameter RM 1 M-5/0 M-10/0 M-0/10 M-0/20 M-5/10 M-10/20

Consistency (mm) 271 268 260 292 319 284 301
Air content (vol%) 1.6 1.9 2.2 1.0 0.8 1.1 0.7
Density (kg/m3) 2249 2221 2213 2230 2203 2227 2214

Differential ∆ with RC (%) 2 ∆ with FA (%) 3 ∆ with RC × FA (%) 4

Consistency (mm) - −1.1 −4.1 7.7 17.7 4.8 11.1
Air content (vol%) - 18.8 37.5 −37.5 −50.0 −31.3 −56.3
Density (kg/m3) - −1.2 −1.6 −0.8 −2.0 −1.0 −1.4

Notes: 1 RM: reference mortar; 2 ∆ with RC (%) compares RM to M-5/0 and to M-10/0; 3 ∆ with FA (%) compares
RM to M-0/10 and to M-0/20, and 4 ∆ with RC × FA (%): compares RM to M-5/10 and to M-10/20.

3.1.2. Air Content and Density

The results of air content and fresh-state density of the analysed mixes are shown in
Table 4. The incorporation of 5% and 10% of RC (mixes M-5/0 and M-10/0) leads to an
increase of 18.8% and 37.5% of air content, respectively, compared to the conventional mix,
due to a greater porosity of the adhered mortar and to a more irregular shape of the RC
particles compared to the OPC particles (Figure 2). The incorporation of 10% and 20% of
FA (mixes M-0/10 and M-0/10) leads to a decrease between 37.5% and 50.0%, respectively,
of air content with respect to the conventional mix, due to a more spherical shape and
smoother surface of FA particles compared to OPC particles. Likewise, the simultaneous
incorporation of RC and FA (mixes M-5/10 and M-10/20) produces a decrease in air content
of 31.3% and 56.6%, respectively, compared to the conventional mortar. This behaviour may
be due to a possible filling effect of FA particles in the RC. Figure 3a shows the decreasing
linear variation (R2 ≥ 0.83) between air content and consistency, highlighting the high
linear correlation between these properties.

The incorporation of RC, FA, and the joint incorporation of RC and FA leads to
slight (linear) decreases (R2 ≥ 0.92) of density, regardless of the type of waste considered
(Figure 3b), due to the lower density of these additions with respect to the OPC (Table 2).
Likewise, these decreases do not exceed 2% and all the values of density were within the
normal range (2200–2250 kg/m3) for FA and for RC that replace cement [35,36].

Finally, the simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA leads to a higher fresh-state
density of mortars with respect to their binary counterparts (RC or FA). This effect may
be mainly due to the filling effect of the FA particles in the voids of the RC particles,
resulting in denser cementitious matrices. These observations are in line with the findings
of Vance et al. [37] for ternary mortars made with limestone powder and FA.
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3.2. Hardened-State Properties of Mortars
3.2.1. Compressive Strength

The compressive strength results between 7 days and 365 days of curing are shown
in Figure 4a. For ages up to 91 days, the binary mortars that incorporate between 5% and
10% of RC show a compressive strength that is 11.5% and 23.9% (Table 5) lower than that of
the conventional mortar, respectively, due to the dilution effect and low reactivity of the
mortar. RC [15] and the mortars that incorporate between 10% and 20% of FA also decrease
their compressive strength between 9.2% and 21.7%, respectively, with respect to the
conventional mortar because the clinker dilution effect still prevailed over the pozzolanicity
of FA [38]. Regarding the compressive strength of the ternary mortars (simultaneous
incorporation of RC and FA), they experienced a reduction between 6.1% (mix M-5/10)
and 31.6% (mix M10/20) of this property compared to that of the conventional mortar.
According to these results, the simultaneous use of RC and FA compared to the binary
mortars, which only contain RC or FA, improves the compressive strength of mortars.
These findings can be explained by the fact that RC complements the reactivity of active
SCMs, as in the case of FA [39]. These results have also been previously observed in
past investigations on ternary mortars that incorporate limestone powder (10–20%) and
FA (10–30%) [40] or recycled concrete powder (10–40%) in combination with SF and FA
(15–30%) [19].

At 365 days of curing, the ternary mortars that incorporate 5% RC and 10% FA
show similar compressive strengths (<2.5%) to that of the conventional mortar, and the
compressive strength of mortars with 10% RC and 20% FA show decreases of less than 10%.
This result is directly related to the changes induced by the simultaneous combination of
the two additions (RC and FA), specifically in the refinement of the pore structure [19].

Finally, Table 6 shows that the individual and/or simultaneous incorporation of RC
and FA as additions to the cement did not alter the logarithmic relationship between curing
age and compressive strength. As seen there, the correlation coefficients (R2) were higher
than 0.92 and similar to the R2 > 0.94 found for mortars that incorporated other additions,
such as ash from biomass-fuelled power plants [4] or ornamental granite industry sludge [6],
that replaced cement.
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Table 5. Mechanical properties and quantification of the synergistic effects of the mortars.

Mechanical property

Mortar
Compressive Strength (MPa) Flexural Strength (MPa)

7 days CV 91 days CV 365 days CV 7 days CV 91 days CV 365 days CV

RM 44.8 1.1 65.7 1.2 87.5 1.6 6.5 4.2 8.1 2.9 8.4 4.1
M-5/0 37.4 0.9 58.1 1.1 78.9 1.4 6.1 5.4 7.7 3.6 8.2 3.8

M-10/0 36.0 0.4 50.0 0.8 74.9 1.1 5.6 3.8 7.2 4.1 8.0 3.3
M-0/10 41.6 1.0 59.6 1.2 81.5 0.9 6.2 2.1 7.5 2.7 7.8 2.4
M-0/20 35.1 0.7 53.6 1.0 79.4 1.1 5.7 3.4 6.6 2.9 7.2 3.1
M-5/10 42.0 0.8 61.3 1.1 85.4 1.4 6.2 4.1 7.6 2.8 8.0 2.9
M-10/20 30.6 0.4 44.9 0.9 72.1 1.1 5.8 3.1 7.1 2.7 7.4 2.4

Quantification of synergistic effects

Age
Compressive strength

∆ with RC (%) ∆ with FA (%) ∆ with RC × FA (%)

7 days −16.6 −19.8 −7.1 −21.7 −6.4 −31.8
91 days −11.5 −23.9 −9.2 −18.4 −6.6 −31.6
365 days −9.8 −14.3 −6.8 −9.2 −2.4 −17.5

Age
Flexural strength

∆ with RC (%) ∆ with FA (%) ∆ with RC × FA (%)

7 days −5.8 −13.7 −4.0 −11.5 −4.9 −9.6
91 days −5.6 −11.9 −8.1 −18.3 −6.2 −12.6
365 days −2.6 −5.0 −7.2 −14.7 −5.1 −11.8

Note: CV: coefficient of variation in percent (%).
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Table 6. Correlation between the mechanical properties and the curing age.

Mechanical Property

Mortar
Compressive Strength Flexural Strength

A B R2 A B R2

RM 10.43 22.92 0.967 0.51 5.58 0.949
M-5/0 10.19 16.12 0.971 0.54 5.11 0.984

M-10/0 9.31 15.27 0.925 0.61 4.41 0.999
M-0/10 9.70 20.98 0.950 0.41 5.46 0.973
M-0/20 10.71 11.90 0.931 0.36 5.02 0.998
M-5/10 1055 19.42 0.946 0.40 5.12 0.971

M-10/20 9.9 8.43 0.985 0.47 5.30 0.968
Note: y = A ln x + B; where y is the mechanical property (compressive or flexural strength) value (MPa), A and B
are constants, and x is mortar age.

3.2.2. Strength Activity Index

The strength activity indices (SAI) of the mortars, between 7 days and 365 days of
curing, are shown in Figure 4b. Although the replacement of OPC with RC or FA in
binary mortars, and with RC and FA in ternary mortars, generally leads to a decrease in
compressive strength after 7 days of curing in relation to the conventional mortar, all the
mortars studied showed SAI values higher than 75%. The latter value is required by the
ASTM C618-19 [41] standard for cements containing up to 20% FA or natural pozzolans
after 7 days of curing; the exception was the mix that contained 10% of RC and 20% of FA.
In this way, the SAI after 7 days of curing (SAI7days) (i) of the binary mortars produced
with RC (5–10%) was between 80% and 83%, (ii) of the binary mortars produced with FA
(10–20%) was between 78% and 93%, and (iii) of the ternary mortars, with the simultaneous
incorporation of RC and FA, was between 68% (M-5/10) and 94% (M-10/20). These results
are in agreement with those of Horsakulthai [42], who found values of SAI7days greater
than, or equal to, 89% in mortars containing up to 20% of recycled concrete powder, as well
as with the results of Jiang et al. [43] who determined that the SAI7days of ternary mortars
that simultaneously incorporate limestone powder (10%) and FA (20%) was also higher
than 85%. At 365 days of curing, the highest value of SAI can be observed for the ternary
mix with the simultaneous incorporation of 5% of RC and of 10% of FA, reaching a value of
SAI365days = 98%. These results again reveal the positive synergies of jointly using RC and
FA, compared to binary mortars that only incorporate RC or FA, in the improvements of
the mechanical properties of mortars.

3.2.3. Flexural Strength

Figure 5a shows the flexural strengths of the mortars between 7 days and 365 days
of curing. These results show a similar behaviour pattern with those of compressive
strength (Figure 4). Analysing the flexural strength values at 365 days of curing, the binary
mortars with RC (5–10%) show a slight decrease, between 2.6% and 5.0%, compared to the
conventional mortar, and the mortars with FA (10–20%) show a decrease between 7.2% and
14.7%. Regarding the ternary mortars with RC and FA, these also show slight decreases,
between 5.1% (M-5/10) and 11.8% (M-10/20), with respect to the conventional mortar;
these reductions of strengths being lower than those shown by the binary mortars with
RA and FA. These results also indicate that all mixes produced, regardless of the type
of addition, show decreases in this property lower than the percentage of replacement,
attesting to the long life of the pozzolanic reactions that compensate for the loss of strength
induced by the replacement of the clinker. Likewise, the relationship between flexural
strength and curing age underwent an evolution according to a logarithmic-type regression
with correlation coefficients R2 > 0.94, similar to the pattern shown by the compressive
strength with curing age (Table 6).
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Finally, it is common to express the flexural strength as a function of the compressive
strength. Figure 5b presents the linear relationship (R2 > 0.82) between the flexural strength
and the square root of the compressive strength, highlighting that the incorporation of RC
or FA individually, as well as of RC and FA simultaneously, does not affect this relationship
that also exists for conventional mortars [44].

3.2.4. Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity

The results of the dynamic modulus of elasticity (Ec,dyn) at 91 days and 365 days of
curing are shown in Table 7. Ec,dyn values at 91 days of curing are between 35.2–38.0 GPa.
Binary mortars that incorporate between 5% and 10% of RC show a decrease in this property
between 4.7% and 4.9% compared to conventional mortar due to the dilution effect of
RC [15]. The incorporation between 10% and 20% of FA also leads to a slight decrease in
this property, between 3.7% and 7.4%, respectively, compared to the conventional mortar,
because the clinker dilution effect still prevailed over the FA pozzolanicity [43]. Regarding
the influence of simultaneously incorporating RC and FA, the reduction of Ec,dyn was
between 3.1% and 11.3% with respect to the conventional mortar.

As for 365 days, the Ec,dyn values are higher than those shown at 91 days, as ex-
pected, due to a higher degree of hydration of the cementitious matrices, being between
37.5–38.3 GPa. Regarding the average variation of this property with curing age, ternary
mortars (with RC and FA) experienced the greatest increase (~7.7%), and the binary mortars
with RC (~4.8%) and FA (~5.7%) also showed increases higher than that observed for the
conventional mortar (~0.9%). This fact is related to the increased reactivity of FA in the
presence of RC, as was observed in the results of compressive strength, and by the new
hydration reactions that occur at longer ages in the presence of RC [45] and FA [46].

Finally, Figure 6 shows the linear relationship between the dynamic modulus of
elasticity and the square root of the compressive strength of the investigated mortars. The
R2 coefficients are higher than 0.83 in both cases. These findings have also been confirmed
for conventional mortars [44].
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Table 7. Non-destructive mechanical and physical properties and the quantification of the synergistic
effects of the mortars.

Physical Property

Mortar
Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (km/s)

91 Days CV 1 365 Days CV 1 91 Days CV 1 365 Days CV 1

RM 38.0 0.6 38.3 0.5 4.5 0.2 4.7 0.1
M-5/0 36.2 0.4 38.0 0.8 4.4 0.3 4.6 0.1

M-10/0 36.1 0.1 37.8 0.7 4.4 0.8 4.6 0.4
M-0/10 36.6 0.6 38.1 0.4 4.4 0.5 4.6 0.2
M-0/20 35.2 0.8 37.7 0.3 4.3 0.5 4.5 0.2
M-5/10 36.8 1.0 38.3 0.8 4.4 0.4 4.7 0.2
M-10/20 33.7 0.9 37.5 1.1 4.2 0.2 4.5 0.1

Quantification of synergistic effects

Age
Dynamic modulus of elasticity

∆ with RC (%) ∆ with FA (%) ∆ with RC × FA (%)

91 days −4.7 −4.9 −3.7 −7.4 −3.1 −11.3
365 days −0.8 −1.4 −0.6 −1.6 −0.1 −2.1

Age
Ultrasonic pulse velocity

∆ with RC (%) ∆ with FA (%) ∆ with RC × FA (%)

91 days −2.8 −2.5 −2.4 −3.7 −1.9 −6.1
365 days −2.4 −2.8 −1.7 −4.4 −0.3 −3.7

Note: 1 CV: coefficient of variation in percent (%).
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Figure 6. Dynamic modulus of elasticity at 91 and 365 days as a function of the square root of the
compressive strength (at the same age).

3.2.5. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity

Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) results at 91 days and 365 days of curing of the mortars
are shown in Table 7. In general, an increase in UPV is observed in all mortars with curing
time (Figure 7a). This is due to the fact that, as the curing time increases, the hydration
products that are generated fill the internal pores of the cementitious matrices [47]. The
UPV at 91 days of curing is between 4.2 and 4.5 km/s; these values are within the range
(4.0–5.5 km/s) found for binary mortars containing other SCMs: fly ash, <30% [40], silica
fume, <40% [48], limestone powder, <20% [49], and ternary mortars containing limestone
powder and 20% to 30% of fly ash [18,50]. Regarding the binary mortars, the incorporation
of RC (5–10%) decreases the UPV between 2.5% and 2.8% compared to the conventional
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mortar, and the use of FA (10–20%) leads to decreases between 2.4% and 3.7%. The
simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA results in a reduction of the UPV between 1.9%
and 6.9% with respect to the conventional mortar.
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Regarding the average increase of UPV between 91 days and 365 days of curing
(UPV91d→365d), the highest one is found for ternary mortars that jointly incorporate RC
and FA (~6.0%), while for the binary mortars with RC or with FA, the increases were
circa 3.9%, which is similar to what was observed for the reference mortar (~3.8%). This
behaviour is associated with the increased reactivity of FA in the presence of RC, causing
the microstructure of ternary mortars (with FA and RC) to become denser compared to
their binary counterparts that only incorporate RC or FA. These findings are consistent
with the results for compressive strength (Section 3.2.2) and for the dynamic modulus of
elasticity (Section 3.2.4), as shown above.

Some authors ([51–53]) consider UPV values greater than 4.5 km/s to denote excellent
quality mortars, and values between 3.6 km/s and 4.5 km/s correspond to good quality
mortar. As the data in Table 7 show, all the mixes at 365 days of curing could be regarded
as excellent quality mortars.

Compressive strength values in mortars and concrete can be calculated using UPV
values with functions similar to Equation (3), as reported in previous work [48,54–56]:

fcm = A× eB·UPV (3)

where fcm is the compressive strength and A and B are empirical constants. As shown in
Figure 7b, the compressive strength increased according to an exponential relationship, and
the correlation coefficient, R2, was higher than 0.94, which is in line with previous findings
that reported for other SCMs such as FA, R2 = 0.97 [55], SF, R2 = 0.96 [48], or blast furnace
slag, R2 = 0.94 [43].

3.2.6. Eco-Efficient Material

The values used to estimate the energy consumed to manufacture a tonne of binder are
shown in Table 8. For OPC (heating of raw materials, clinkerization, and crushing), these
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were extracted from the literature [30,57]. RC does not need calcination, but was crushed,
and so the energy consumed in the grinding process of the concrete specimens manufac-
tured in lab [31] was considered to be similar to the process necessary to grind concrete
debris from CDW. For FA, only the energy consumed in its collection was considered [58].

Table 8. Values used to calculate the energy consumed.

Process
Energy Consumed [Refs.]

OPC RC FA

Manufacture Eprocess
OPC = 1039 kW·h/t [45] Eprocess

RC = 0 kW·h/t 1 Eprocess
FA = 38 kW·h/t [46]

Grinding Egrinding
OPC = 50 kW·h/t [21] Egrinding

RC = 140 kW·h/t [22] Egrinding
FA = 0 kW·h/t 2

Notes: 1 RC requires no manufacture; 2 FA requires no grinding.

The results of energy consumption per MPa of strength are shown in Figure 8. After
7 days of curing (Figure 8a), the binary mortars that incorporate RC show the highest
energy consumption per MPa of strength as a result of a lower initial strength and low
reactivity of the SCMs [15]. Additionally, the binary mortars with FA and the ternary
mortars with RC and FA show a slightly lower behaviour compared to the reference
mortar with OPC because the clinker dilution effect still prevails over the pozzolanic
reactions [38]. At 365 days of curing (Figure 8b), the energy consumption per MPa of
strength decreases (with respect to the 7 days) due to the dilution effect and low reactivity
of the RC, showing a similar behaviour to the reference mortar (Econ~12.9 kW·h/t·MPa).
The lowest energy consumptions per MPa of strength were obtained for binary mortars with
FA (Econ~11.5 kW·h/t·MPa) and ternary mortars with RC and FA (Econ~11.2 kW·h/t·MPa).
These results coincide with previous findings obtained for mortars made with up to 20%
ash from biomass-fuelled power plants compared to conventional mortar [4].
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Figure 8. Energy performance at (a) 7 days and ((b) 365 days of mortars.

Figure 9 shows the synergistic effects of simultaneously incorporating RC and FA
versus their individual incorporation. There, at 365 days of curing, the energy consumption
per MPa of strength of the binary mortars with 5% of RC is similar (~1.2%) to that of the
mortar with OPC. For the mortar with 20% FA, the energy consumption is reduced by
up to 11.6% compared to the mortar with OPC. As for the ternary mortars, the reduction
of consumed energy per MPa of strength can reach up to 13.2% with the simultaneous
incorporation of 10% of RC and of 20% of FA, with respect to the mortar with OPC.
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Finally, it should be noted that the use of RC and FA as supplementary cementitious
materials would also imply a reduction in CO2 emissions (∆CO2 emissions) at rates close
to the percentage of replacement, as observed by several authors, for 10% of RC [31]
(∆CO2 emissions = −7.5%) and for 20% of FA [58,59] (∆CO2 emissions = −19.8%/17.8%).

4. Conclusions

The conclusions that may be drawn from this study are set out below:

1. The incorporation of up to 10% of recycled concrete powder (RC) slightly decreases
(~4%) workability, as compared to a conventional mortar, due to a greater demand for
water because of the greater porosity of the adhered mortar present in this material.
The simultaneous incorporation of 10% of RC and 20% of fly ash (FA) improves
workability by up to 11.8% compared to mortars with only the incorporation of 10%
of RC, being an effective solution to reduce the higher water demand caused by the
use of RC;

2. In general, the fresh-state density of the binary mortars with RC or with FA is lower
than that of the conventional mortar. However, the simultaneous incorporation of
both additions (RC and FA) leads to a higher density compared to their counterparts
with only RC or only FA;

3. The compressive and flexural strengths of mortars are reduced (compared to conven-
tional mortar) by the incorporation of RC (5–10%). They are between −9.8% (5%) and
−14.3% (10%) for compressive strength, and between −2.6% (5%) and −5.0% (10%)
for flexural strength, at 365 days of curing. The addition of FA in the mortars with
RC is beneficial, improving their mechanical performance. In this way, the ternary
mortars that jointly incorporate 5% of RC and 10% of FA show compressive and
flexural strengths similar to those of the conventional mortar;

4. The dynamic modulus of elasticity was not significantly affected by the incorporation
of RC, nor by the simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA, at 365 days of curing. All
the mortars, regardless of the RC and/or FA content, showed a dynamic modulus of
elasticity with values between 37.5 GPa and 38.3 GPa;

5. The exponential relationship between compressive strength and ultrasonic pulse veloc-
ity (established for other cementitious materials) was not affected by the incorporation
of RC and/or FA;
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6. The energy consumed per MPa of strength at 365 days of curing of the mortars with 5%
of RC was similar to that of the conventional mortar. The simultaneous incorporation
of both additions (RC and FA) reduces the energy consumed per MPa of strength (in
comparison to the conventional mortar) by up to 13.2% when using 10% of RC and
20% of FA. These results reveal that the simultaneous incorporation of RC and FA can
help achieve higher levels of cement replacement;

7. In light of the results obtained in this work, and from a mechanical point of view, the
optimal percentage of simultaneous replacement of cement is 10% of RC and 20%
of FA.
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